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Method of Drawing by Adolphe Yvon 

Forward 

The goal of teaching drawing in the high schools and colleges is to put students in 
the position of applying and developing, later in their careers, the knowledge that 
they have acquired in this interesting branch of their studies. 

It is to satisfy these conditions that the Government schools require drawing, to a 
certain degree, for the admission of their prospective students. 

However, one could not reach this goal simply by copying skillfully made 
crosshatched prints without learning the fundamentals which underlie the laws 
of drawing. It is also to be feared that the direction of one’s ideas would become 
distorted or sent down the wrong path by such work, as is often the case when 
the student succeeds in such endeavors early on. 

On the other hand, studying high aesthetics and applying its concerns to sort and 
suggest, using the great works of the masters as models, is surely premature. 
In fact, some opinions do not support such models, whose infinite diversity still 
troubles artists even after a whole career dedicated to the search for Truth and 
Beauty! 

What is needed is a clear and logical method of teaching which provides young 
people with the means to understand and apply the elementary problems of the 
art of drawing. 

The foundation of this teaching will be an intimate knowledge of the principle 
geometric figures, such as the vertical line, the horizontal, the oblique at all angles, 
the circle, the oval, etc. — All forms are nothing but a succession of these figures. 

However, it would be dangerous to push to excess this reduction of forms, and 
especially human forms, to geometric shapes. The difficulty of such operations 
are likely to repel rather than help the students in their studies. 

It would also be a mistake to believe in the discovery of a method for teaching 
drawing, based solely on observation, in only a few lessons. 

Continuous, serious study is the only way of learning the principles of art in which 
mathematical formulas are relevant only to a small degree and then solely as a 
support. 

The method that should be followed for drawing, either from life or from references, 
consists in positioning what we want to achieve by the means of simple lines, 
whose carefully thought-out angles (compared to the vertical and the horizontal) 
first give the general directions of movement. The vertical and horizontal lines 
must be drawn before anything else, to serve as guides, as can be seen from the 
examples in this book. 

Once these lines are in position, the student will then use them as a basis to 
consider the principal divisions of length and width. A student cannot be too 
careful with this preparatory work: the success of his drawing will depend on it. 



It is evident, clearly, that if these principal lines and proportions are correct, the 
rest will be nothing but a question of details; and these, even if clumsily done, will 
not be able to take away from the overall character and fidelity of the drawing. 

The references used, especially in beginning lessons, should as much as possible 
be accompanied by the main divisions and reference marks which will facilitate 
copying. 

In the more advanced classes, it will be a good idea to vary the references by 
adding draped or clothed figures, groups, etc. 

The diagrams on the following pages show examples at different stages of 
development: 

-The placement, with the main divisions 
-The refined contour 
-The values 

To draw the human figure, it is essential to have knowledge of certain proportions 
or ratios of common lengths and widths. 

Almost all masters created for themselves a scale of proportions (which we call 
a “canon”), applied to the human figure. Among the most famous we can cite 
Albrecht Durer and Leonardo da Vinci. 

We could not do better than to be inspired by such predecessors. However, for 
the studies which we are setting for ourselves, these scales are, for the most part, 
overloaded with complications. It will be necessary only to extract from them the 
principal rules. 

We have thought it useful to complete this book by giving the ecorche and skeleton 
of the two male figures contained within. Knowledge of bones and surface anatomy 
is invaluable in understanding the human form. 

Before finishing this introduction, we cannot overemphasize that you should draw 
as much as possible, either from live models, casts, or any inanimate objects. The 
problems are invariably the same, regardless of the source. They demand above 
all, a laborious and constant education of the eye: once acquired, the hand will 
soon become an instrument, if not always dexterous, at least relatively accurate. 



The width of the naad is divided into five parts 
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Canon of the Head 
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The halfway point between the top of the skull 

and the bottom of the ohin gives the line for the .NeJ/ a ive&J 

eyes taken at the tear ducts, 

The halfway point between the eye ine and 

the bottom of the chin gives the point at 

which the bottom of the nose joins the face, 

The halfway point between where the bottom 

of the nose joins the face and the bottom of 

the chin gives the point where the chin begins 

The halfway point between these last two lines 

gives the position of the comers of the mouth 

The widest width of the oval describing the head (frontal view} 

is at a point a quarter of the way down from the top of the head 

The width shou d be about three quarters of the length of this oval 

6. 

One fifth of this width gives the 

length of the eye, the width of the 

space between the eyes, and the 

width from the outer corner of the 

eye to the line that describes the 

widest pad of the head. 

7. 

The ear falls Between two lines, 

commencing from the top contour of 

the eye and the bottom of the nose. 

3. 

In profile, from the tear duct to the 

back of the head is three quarters 

of the head. 

9. 

In profile, the hole of the ear falls 

halfway between the I nes describing 

the top and the bottom of the nose. 

I 

To draw a head, one must, before starting, understand the principle proportions. 

These drawings give the general proportions. However, they should be considered 

as guidelines in the construction of a head, and note must be taken of the infinite variety 

of variations presented by nature. 



PL 2 

Layout and blocking-in of a head seen in profile 

The method to follow for this drawing consists in sketching in the main lines of the head, the angles of which are carefully compared to the horizontal and vertical guidelines which will give the main directions 

of movement. These vertical and horizontal lines must be drawn before any other, iin order to serve as guides, as you can see above. Using these reference lines, the student should mark the main divisions of 

length and width, The rest simply consists in adding the details. 

^ JlfC* -rj --.: 



PL. 3 

Layout and block-in of a head as seen from a three-quarter angle 

(This is the same method as used in Piate 2) 

Jas Zcp.trbcjr rr ‘ 



PL 4 

The method used to indicate the lateral divisions of a head, when seen either from below or from above, is to imagine the head as a cylinder. The main divisions, as previously seen in Plate 3, are drawn transversely 

across the cylinder. As seen from above, these lines take a concave shape, as seen from below, a convex shape. These divisions, at all angles of the head, should be burnt into the memory of the student. 

This plate is an example of a head as seen from above. Its lines are concave. 

Jhirf- J^iVE-rl 



PL 5 

Line and shadow indications on the head which has been set up on plate 4. 



PL 6 

When drawing the head it is helpful to view it as a cylinder, as was shown in Plate 4. 

This final plate shows an example of the head as viewed from below. The guidelines are convex: 

Arp jWfJfr ff (K Pin: 



PL 7 

Line and shadow indications on the head which has been set up on plate 6. 
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PL 8 

See plate 4 for the demonstration of transversal lines. 

Here, as the head is seen from below, the divisions take a convex form. 

lf-aercjwet C?fcr> t 



PL. 9 

See plate 4 for the demonstration of transversal lines. 

Here, as the head is seer from below, the divisions take a concave form. 
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Values in light and dark masses as in Plate 9 

PL 10 
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Values in light and dark masses as in Plate 8 



PL 11 

Canon of the male figure. 

Key: 

A. The width of the shoulders equals the length of two heads. 

B. The length of arm equals two and a half head lengths. 

C. The length of the hand equals three quarters of the 
length of the head. 

D. The front edge of the pelvis. 

E. The width of the pelvis equals one and a half heads. 

F. The knee Gap, 

To draw the human figure, it is essential to understand 

the key elements of proportion in dealing with the height 

and width. Do not get caught up in the minor issues, 

many as they are in nature. 

Nearly all the masters used this point of rule, a scale of 

proportion (Canon) applied to the human figure, among 

them Albert Durer and Leonardo da Vinci. One cannot do 

better than be inspired from these predecessors especially 

within the study proposed. However, these scales are, 

for the most part, complicated. Instead, it is better to 

identify the maiin rules. 

1. The human figure is eight times the height of the head, 

from the top of the skull to the soles of the feet. 

2. The human torso from the top of the skull to the genitals are 

four times the height of the head. 

3. From the top of the skull to the pelvis is three and a 

quarter heads. 

4. The knee cap is half the width of the pelvis. 

5. From the chin to the clavicles are half a head’s height. 

6. The width from the sternum to each shoulder is a full 

head's height. 

7. The pelvis (frontal) is one and a half heads in width. 

e. The length of the arm, from the shoulder to the wrist, is two 

and a half heads long. 
r 
I 
P 
P 
P 
■ 

9. The length of the hand is three quarters the length of the head. 

It divides in half, into the palm and the fingers. 
P 
■ 
p 

P 
1 

10. The length of the foot (as seen in profile) is half the length 
l i 
* 

from the knee cap to the ground. 

This plat© shows the block-in of the figure, in line; Plate 12 will show the next stage of the figure, with the block-in corrected; 
Plate 13 will show the modeled! figure; Plate 14 will show the ecorche; Plate 15 will show the skeleton. 



PL. 12 
Key: 

A. The width of the shoulders. 

B. The length of the arm equals a half heads in length,, 

C. The length of the hard equals three quarters of the 
length of the head. 

D. The front edge of the pelvis. 

E. The knee cap. 

\£*f r^AIt 
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6. The width from the sternum to each shoulder is a 
full head's length. 

7. The pelvis (as seen from the front) is one and a half 
heads in width. 

8. The length of the arm, from the shoulder to the wrist:, is 
two and a half heads long. 

9. The length of the hand is three quarters the length of 
the head. It divides in half, into the palm and the fingers. 

10. The length of the foot (as seen in profile) is half the 
length from the knee cap to the ground. 

Nearly all the masters used this point of rule, a scale of 

proportion (Canon) applied to the human figure, among 

them Albert Durer and Leonardo da Vinci. 

One cannot do better than be inspired from these 

predecessors especially within the study proposed. 

However, these scales are, for the most part, complicated, 

Instead, it is better to identify the main rules. 

To draw the human figure, it is essential to understand the 

key elements of proportion in dealing with its height and width. 

Do not get caught up with minor issues, many as they are in nature. 

Canon of the male figure. 

1. The human figure is eight times the length of the head 
(as measured from the top of the skull to the soles of the feet}. 

2. The human torso, from the top of the skull to the genitals, 
is four times the length of the head. 

3. From the top of the skull to the pelvis is 
three and a quarter head lengths. 

4. The width of the knee is equal to half the 
width of the pelvis. 

5. From the Ghin to the clavicles is half a head’s height. 

Plate 11 shows the block-in of the figure, in line; Plate 13 shows the modeled figure; Plate 14 shows the ecorche; 
Plate 15 shows the skeleton. 

Jft# /, f iTHr-.pr.fr m ^ 



PL 13 
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The modeled figure based on the layout of Plate 11; the line drawing in Plate 12; the ecorche in Plate 14 
and the skeleton in Plate 15. 



PL 14 

\ _. 

% Stcmoidc 

3 _ Tripenc 

4 _ Sbnnum. 

5 _ Fceter-al 

6 ..Grand deride” 

7 -Olblt^ue etflerne 

& _ j)r*iL 

9 _ Dcllcidc 

10 _ jliccpS 

[ I _ Brachial 

12 -Triceps brachial 

jjojio supirsalcyr. 

14 _ KisJeaseur $uperieyr ou esrpe 

15 _ £ricn$cur dci deiats. 
G 

16 _ EtfensfMrdu peace 

17 _ FUad nsrena‘eur 

rlediiascur du 

r^ano eoanuricr 

20 _ Mciribjirtem 

21 „ ‘Viscid lala 

22 !)ro:l arlcnc-jr- 

25 Vasle cxlcrac 

24 _ Vesie idernt 

25 UiLCpS ik h <ut$se 

27 ._ GriiaH iiiducuiLir 

29 _ Maoc aidcncure de Tibia 

•- ' : Bttfrik' 
30 _. Ccuntm interne 

32 — Jitn'bifTJiUcrieuL 

wine AH'StLrmc 

34 ^itcr:SeiL»‘ Jcs c-rlciU 

35 ._ Aiduclfur ctioHeil 

Note - Only surface anatomy is necessary for painters 
The names of the muscles have been simplified. 

The ecorche of Ihe layout figure seer in Plate 11; the line drawing in Plate 12; the modeled figure in Plate 13 and the skeleton in Plate 15. 
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PL. ?5 

Nom^jichlure ilc; os du Stitidelk. 

I? Os cerera! 

V 0% JUff^ 

3* Aji-cbcjn SuiKTi^Bn* I 

4* jlrladwtr rj apsswunj 

D° Vfllcjiw h 0SflL-ai htnibjv '.i:■ ^ 

6* VtTjeiw? .fi: d-3s,.dU tinier dc dwizc 

i * V*rtcfcrci d« natsrju ncnkt d* 

3* Of sacrist 

0“ ClancijLei. 

iaiU2j3,]TjW6mifc2&2l+. L*i «t« 

22* Sirnisnn 

23* CjftiiMje Xiphoidc 

24’ OrrwspLsJ'j 

23' HiLTucrtss 

26 ‘ Cmkiwt 

27T Radius 

23“ Ej« ss du «rpft 

2y* Lcf du ai'Hl C^f^* r 

30* i;hiE«r^s 

31” Os dcs jsk. 

32" 0* puk 

33* (ik^ du femur 

3C I'CrtUUr 

33* Grand tpocknter 

36* PcLt tradiantef 

3j * ReiuJc 

3ft* Tibia 

3ft*' IL-i rlfnili;' LCitiiTip 

39: Perane 

33“ " MaMvia1- taScrji1: 

40* Lei Oi du (ii:sc 

41 * i.C£ OS du Kielslarse 

42“0rtti)s 

+3: CdctflKcim 

The skeleton of the layout figure seen in Plate 11; the line drawing in Plate 12; 
the modeled figure in Plate 13 and the ecorche in Plate 14. 
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PL. 16 
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The highest extremity of the pelvis {covered by the palm of the hand). 

"•.V' 

Canon of the Male Figure. 

1. The human figure is eight limes the length of the head, 
from 1 he lop of the skull to the soles of the feet. 

2. The human torso, from fhe top of fhe head to the 
genitals, is four times the length of the head. 

3. From the top of the skull to the pelvis is three and a 
quarter head lengths. 

4. The width of the knee is equal to half the width 
of the pelvis. 

5. From the chin to the clavicles is half a head's length. 

6. The width from the sternum to each shoulder is a full 
head’s length. 

7. The pelvis (as seen from the front) is one and a half 
heads in width. 

8. The length of the arm, from fhe shoulder to the wrist, 
is two and a half heads long, 

9. The length of the hand is three quarters the length of 
the head. It divides in half, into the palm and fingers. 

10. The length of the foot (as seen in profile) is half the 
length from the knee cap to the ground., 

The length of foot is half 
the length from the knee 

cap to the giound. 

The layout, in line, of the figure In Plate 17; the modeled figure, Plate 18; the ecorche, Plate 19 and the skeleton, Plate 20. 
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PL. 17 

Highest extremity of the pelvis 

Canon of the Male Figure. 

1. The human figure is eight times the length of the head, 
from the lop of the skull to the soles of the feet. 

2. The human torso, from the top of the head to the genitals, 
is four times the length of the head. 

3. From the top of the skull to the pelvis is three and a 
quarter head lengths. 

4. The width of the knee is equal to half the width 
of the pelvis. 

5. From the chin to the clavicles is half a head's length. 

I 

Knee cap -■ 

X The length of the foot is half 
the length from the knee 

cap to the ground. 

6. The width from the sternum to each shoulder is a full 
head's length. 

7. The pelvis (as seen from the front) is one and a half 
heads in width. 

8. The length of the arm, from the shoulder to the wrist, is 
two and a half heads long. 

9. The length of the hand is three quarters the length of the 
head. It divides in half, into the palm and fingers. 

10. The length of the foot (as seen in profile) is half the 
length from the knee cap to the ground. 

The lire drawing of the layout figure which we have seen in Plate 16, Plate 13 is the modeled figure, Plate 19 is 
the ecorche and the skeleton is Plate 20. 



PL 18 

The modeled figure based on the layout in Plate 16; the line drawing in Plate 17; the ecorche in Plate 19 and the skeleton in Plate 20. 
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PL. 19 
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1 „ Mastoidc , 

2 Deltoids . 

3 Trapfcze . 

4_ Sous-c omen a L 

3 Petit rond ou aba is seur 

G_Grand dorsal . 

7Oblique ejdcrnc. 

8. Grand dcotcle . 

9 Triceps Ischial 

10 Brachial , 

11 _ Rond pronateur. 

12 — Rdchisscur du Carpc, 

13 _Palmairc 

14 _ Exlenscur dm poucc . 

15. Lone supinatcur. 

15 _Grand fussier . 

17 — Second fussier . 

1 8 _ fascia-lala, 

19 _ Grand couturier. 

20 — Vastc eider . 

2 I _ Droll ant en cur. 

22 _ Bicops tie la cuisse, 

21 _Demi memVaneux . 

24 _ lriccps. 

25 _Grek, 

^6 _ Vast* interne 

27 _ Cornea u exterric. 

28_ Geir.eau interne, 

29 _ Sokire*. 

30— Reran filer. 

31_ Tendon d Jkhille. 

VI- Xsmbier Jcnterj cur, 

33 _ Jixicnseur ces Greeds, 

34 _ Adduckur de Tor toil. 

The ecorche ol the layout figure in Plate 16; the line drawing. Plate 17; the modeled figure, Plate 18 and the skeleton, Plate 20. 
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PL. 20 

1? Occipital 

2? _ Coronal 

3?_0s Igqflil i/ 

4* _ Macknre supers u-e. 

5*_ Mackxtrc miorieure 

6° Vsrtebres Jlc cO>j au nombre de seni. 

7°_Vertebra du <ios.au nombre Jo ctauvfc 

8?_ Vertebrc? des reins a»j eiomJbm decinq I 

9”_ Vertexes de i'ys sacrum so ftamkre fit six 

10? _ .Vertebras du ouccix.a-i noiribiyj c).t fjuslre 

11“ _ Omoplate. 

12 ?_ Humerus 

t3? _ Cubitus 

l4*_Red;us 

15? Us du csrpc 

1C* Lfii OS tJii mef.0 rarpc 

17? _ Les phalanges 

|$<J _ Os fifes isles 

19? Femur 

13T*_TeC© du femur-, 

i9u,> -Grand trochanter 

19?"' Petit trochanter 

20? Hade 

21? Tib;* 

21Mall sole interne 

22* _ PefOnn 

22*1 Malleoli! eiLerrie 

2T i ?3 o* aw l4r:c 

24” I .es ojf du motalar"i 

2K Orreils 

2(in Caicaneum 

The skeleton of the layout figure for Plate 16; the line drawing, Plate 17; the modeled figure, Plate 18; and the ecorche Plate 19. 



PL 21 

Canon of the Child Figure. 

1. The child's height is five head lengths. 

2. There are three head lengths from the top of the 
skull to the genitals. 

3. The height from the top of the skull to the pelvis 
is half the height of the total figure. 

4. The height from the pelvis to the knee cap is half 
the height, from the pelvis to the ground. 

5. The shoulders and the pelvis are the width of a 
head’s length each. 

Key: 

A. Width of shoulders 
B. Anterior extremity of the pelvis 
C. Width of pelvis is one head's length 
D. Knee cap 

jt 

* 
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D 

Layout and block-in of the figure on the right. Value massing of figure on the left. 
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Key: 

A. The distance between this X and the edge of the shoulder 
is three quarters of a heads length 

B. The length of the arm is two and a half heads long 

C. The width of pelvis is one and three quarters heads long 

D. Anterior extremity of the pelvis 

E. Knee cap 

AW pntiwm dr/btStf fifas ■* ■■* *■ ■ 

Canon of the Female Figure 

- The female figure has the same height 
proportions as the male figure, i.e. eight heads 

- The width of the shoulders and pelvis are 
the only differences. 

1. The female torso, from the top of the head to 
the genitals, is four times the length of the head. 

2. From the top of the skull to the pelvis is three 
and a quarter head lengths. 

3. The knee cap is situated halfway between the 
pelvis and the ground, 

4. The point where the two clavicles meet is half 
a head's length from the chin. 

5. It is three quarters of a head's length from the 
sternum to each shoulder. 

PL 22 

6. The pelvis (as seen from the front) is one and 
three quarters of a head's length. 

7. The length of the arm , from the shoulder to the 
wrist, is two and a half head lengths. 

8. The length of the hand is three quarters of the 
head. 

9. The length of the foot (as seen in profile) is half 
the distance between the knee cap and the ground. 

Nature offers infinite variants. 
The present study recommends the 

traditional canon of beauty. 

This Plate is the layout, in line, of the block-in figure of Plate 21 and the modeled figure in Plate 24. 

/nip Ltmtrritr a jfrdf 



A. The distance between this X and the edge of the shoulder 
is three quarters of a heads length 

B. The length of the arm is two and a half heads long 

C. Anterior extremity of the pelvis 

D. Knee cap 

V-.-. IrvfJ iff 
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Canon of the Female Figure 

- The female figure has the same height 
proportions as the male figure, i.e. eight heads. 

- The width of the shoulders and pelvis are 
the only differences. 

1. The female torso, from the top of the head to 
the genitals, is four times the length of the head. 

2. From the top of the skull to the pelvis is three 
and a quarter head lengths. 

3. The knee cap is situated halfway between the 
pelvis and the ground. 

4. The point where the two clavicles meet is half 
a head's length from the chin. 

5. It is three quarters of a head s length from the 
sternum to each shoulder. 

6. The pelvis (as seen from the front} is one and 
three quarters of a head's length. 

7. The length of the arm, from the shoulder to the 
wrist, is two and a half head lengths. 

8. The length of the hand is three quarters of the 
head. 

\ 9. The length of the foot (as seen in profile) is half 
\ the distance between the knee cap and the ground. 

Nature offers infinite variants. 
The present study recommends the 

traditional canon of beauty. 

r V 

Block-in of the layout figure iin Plate 22 and the modeled figure in Plate 24. 
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PL 24 

Block-in of the layout figure in Plate 22 and the modeled figure in Plate 24. 
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